
Why Join SCOF? There are three parts of Superformance ownership. Buying it. Driving It. Celebrating Life with it. The 
latter is done through SCOF. Whether you are a hardcore racer, experienced technician, shadetree mechanic, 
mechanically challenged, or a weekend cruiser... you need to belong to SCOF! 
 

Tech Support  While the dealers and the factory really know their stuff, the many professionals on SCOF drive these 
cars everyday, everywhere, all the time and around the world. There is no one that knows these cars as well and as 
intimately as the SCOF guys do. The Superformance automobile is the best engineered and finest constructed car of it's 
kind on the market. But like any machine they require maintenance and there are a myriad of upgrades that can be added 
to suit your use and tastes. The problems are rare but they happen for everyone and the odds of you having an issue that 
has not already been discovered and solved by our members would be even rarer. Between the ever growing detailed 
Tech Library and the ability to ask questions and get answers within moments, SCOF is an invaluable tool that will save 
you time and money. 
 

Unrivaled Technical Library  SCOF’s Tech Library is the best and most complete tech library for any 
Superformance, anywhere. There are many things you may not even have thought of that you will find you can really 
make use of in the SCOF Tech Library. With detailed and easy to understand instructions and pictures, SCOF can walk 
the relative mechanical novice through most repairs or preventative maintenance as well as inspire various upgrades and 
improvements to make your Superformance that much more enjoyable. 
 

Enhanced Enjoyment of Ownership - the Forum  As much as owners need the tech advice, they value the 
SCOF Family even more. Lifelong relationships are created everyday on the SCOF forum. It is not about the cars. It is 
about the people. The SCOF Forum is a place where many of us spend many hours each week, and more. It is the glue 
that holds everything together. It is like a cyber-pub where buddies come, just kick back and enjoy their company, tell 
stories and bare their souls. Enjoy fun debates, discuss driving stories, seek professional advice on every conceivable 
subject from medical care to best fertilizers for the lawn, tell jokes, share family challenges and victories, and about any 
other conversation you would have with your best friends! All in relaxing privacy. This informal and broad level of 
communication is what makes SCOF so special as opposed to other forums who are very well defined and the subject 
matter is very narrow or targeted and open to anyone. SCOF will help us enjoy our cars more but more importantly it helps 
us enjoy our lives. You will quickly find people you will think of as dear friends and as extended family, adding even more 
fun and value to your Superformance ownership. 
 

Buying Power  As a group, when we find a product in which there is broad interest, we often negotiate a “Mass Buy” 
where a substantial discount is offered to our membership... from radar detectors to shifters to 4 post lifts, and saved our 
members hundreds of dollars each. We sometimes receive special considerations from vendors and occasionally even 
enjoy “private sales” for parts or miscellaneous merchandise from Superformance.This one benefit can save a member 
years worth of membership fees with just one purchase.  
 

Save Money, Save Time  Find out all the right parts, numbers and sources for your Superformance. Discover the 
most efficient operating, maintenance and repair tricks and tips, as well as the most valuable upgrade for your 
Superformance. No one has more collective experience than the accumulative knowledge of SCOF. Even if you have a 
trusted mechanic, chances are your Superformance will be new to them and the SCOF maintenance hints and advice will 
be just as helpful to them as it will be to you... and when they save time, you save money! 
 

SCOF Events  There are at least four major events to enjoy each year. The Winter Superformance Convention (WSC) 
which is people oriented, The Spring Superformance Roundup (SSR) that is a car cruise event, The Summer  SuperCruz 
(SSC) that covers long distance cruises, and the Fall Superformance Roundup (FSR) that is a fall foliage car cruise. Each 
has its own personality and quite different from each other, but all are equally as fantastic and memorable. In addition to 
these four major events, there are many other associated owner held events added to that as well.  
 

SCOF is there for you, 24 hours, 7 days a week, 365 days a year  No one knows these cars better than 
those on SCOF. Even the factory and dealers will often learn something new about these cars from the owners…. and it is 
all recorded right here on SCOF. The tech library alone is worth the cost of membership. As a matter of fact, any one 
feature of SCOF would be worth the cost of the entire membership. All you need to do is find one idea that enhances your 
enjoyment of the car or saves you a problem and you will have paid for the membership in real savings several times over. 

The Superformance Owners Association© was created on Sept. 1, 2000. The 
group was designed to bring increased communication, value and support to 
Superformance owners around the world. This group is privately owned. operated 
and funded for the sole purpose of providing benefits to Superformance Owners. International 
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SCOF FEATURE/BENEFIT                                       MEMBERSHIP LEVELS >> SILVER GOLD PLATINUM DEALER 

Membership I.D. cards ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Membership Decals ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Membership Apparel, Shirts, Jackets, Hats, etc. ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Automatic Registration into the Second Strike Owners Registry ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Technical Library Access  * * * * * ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Owner Rewards Program  * * * * * ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 

News Page, weekly updated ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Newsletter ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Owner Photo Galleries ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Event Photo Galleries ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 

For Sale advertising site ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Sneak previews ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Events  ...rallys, road & drag racing ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Activities  ...conventions,  ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Cruises  ...spring ice breaker, summer long distance, fall foliage ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Live Chat Site ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 

SPF Suggestion Box  ...direct contact to Superformance headquarters ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Technical support panel ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Unique Forum access & mail delivery perfect f/ Smart Phones  ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Private "SCOF" technical / discussion Forum E-mail list  ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Private "SCOF-2" social discussion Forum E-mail list  ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Private "SCOF-3" social discussion E-mail list... Ladies only!  ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Private "EVENTS" discussion Forum E-mail list  ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Emergency Contact List  ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Private upload photos & files for other members to enjoy  ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Private polls and surveys  ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Exclusive forum discounts & special offerings  ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Exclusive forum MASS-BUYS  ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Exclusive forum private product releases, closeouts, sales   ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Live Phone Superformance Phone Support   ▲ ▲ 

Sponsorship Funding & Support for Comp. events    ▲ ▲ 

Advanced notice to Exclusive deals and offerings   ▲ ▲ 

Advanced notice to Exclusive releases,  closeouts & sales    ▲ ▲ 

Advanced notice for guaranteed pre-event registration   ▲ ▲ 

Advanced notice for guaranteed pre-event hotel reservations   ▲ ▲ 

Exclusive event premium hotel rooms / special rates -events   ▲ ▲ 

Member directory to promote your non/car related business    ▲ ▲ 

SCOF web page Cobra related listing for your business    ▲ ▲ 

Main Superformance.Org web page business advertise listing    ▲ 

Direct access for special sales, releases and promotions     ▲ 

Enlist owners to give potential buyers test rides in their area    ▲ 

Private technical support panel for your customer questions    ▲ 
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